Major: Adolescent EDU/English

- Award winning faculty with years of experience in the classroom.
- Faculty have graduated from the most prestigious universities including University of Pennsylvania, Rutgers, Michigan State, Indiana University, and Purdue.
- Take a wide range of English courses that cover:
  - British and American Literature
  - Poetry and/or Drama
  - Creative Writing
  - Analysis of Literature
- Observe master teachers in schools all over Queens and Long Island
- Chance to take part in full year student teaching experience
- Upon graduation you can:
  - Teach in grades 7 through 12
  - Take 2 Middle School Graduate Courses and receive a Middle School Extension and be able to teach grades 5 and 6 as well.

Our Mission and Vision:

**Mission**

The School of Education prepares professionals and scholars who advocate for equitable, ethical education. We embrace culturally responsive, evidence-based practices that challenge students to be vanguards of powerful and positive changes in the world.

**Vision**

We envision excellence and innovation in socially responsible education that fosters intellectual curiosity, advocacy, and leadership in the local and global communities we serve.